that these issues are worth revisiting. We can refine and expand our view both as to why execution was enacted and the method by which it was done.
One issue requiring correction is that most of the literature dealing with this topic has focused on the New Kingdom. Some scholars have done so explicitly. 5 With others, such as Lorton and Müller-Wollermann, it is clear from their conclusions that this time period, compared to others, has disproportionately driven their assessments. This is not surprising because we have more applicable evidence from the New Kingdom than from any other era. Furthermore, that evidence is more detailed and descriptive. However, we are not on safe historiographic ground if we allow New Kingdom documents to dictate conclusions for all of the many eras of Egyptian history; for surely these things changed in some way over long periods of time.
Some of the literature regarding the reasons for and types of capital punishment has sparked response, 6 leading to academic discussions that have been enlightening and helpful. Heretofore the focus has largely been on particular types of killing, generally examining each kind over enormous time spans. . However, what has been missing is an investigation into the wider topic of sanctioned killing within a narrower time frame. Being specific about type while remaining general about time will not do; nor will a converse investigation be sufficient. It is only by examining both a specific type of punishment over time and the general tendencies of a defined historical context that we will be able to come to a more firm conclusion regarding any punishment in question.
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As noted above, most studies have focused on the New Kingdom. A study of sanctioned killing throughout Egypt's history is too great a subject for an article (indeed, I am working on just such a monograph). While recent research demonstrates that in some ways sanctioned killing remained somewhat consistent over time in Egypt, there are also substantial differences between killing in the covering events from the Old Kingdom to the Roman era as if the place of execution could not have changed over that time period. However, the conclusions are largely driven by evidenced gained from oracles, a practice that is clearly anachronistic for much of Egyptian history. 8 Contrastingly, the sparse evidence of the First
Intermediate Period seems to match well with the Middle Kingdom. Some of the debate about types of punishments has focused on the Middle Kingdom, and so it is hoped that an examination of known evidence for sanctioned killing in the Middle Kingdom would be helpful. This study aims to create such an examination and intends to provide a historically sensitive investigation into the nature of sanctioned killing during that era, creating a backdrop that should add meaning to studies-past and future-that discuss specific incidents or types of punishments.
Obviously the Middle Kingdom does not exist in a temporal vacuum; in order to more fully understand this time period, evidence from its cultural precursor (the First Intermediate Period) and successor (early Eighteenth Dynasty) will also be examined when such data enable us to more fully evaluate the existence, nature, or continuation of a given practice. Any study of a specific era must balance between the two ends of a methodological continuum (page 184). One cannot ignore the impact of the past on any time period nor that time period's influence on the future. Nevertheless, one must also avoid a tendency that plagues our discipline, namely, the a-historical approach that picks incidents and evidences from anywhere within Egypt's long history and applies all such data with equal weight to the matter at hand. Here we will examine the Middle neighboring eras is used and the reasons for doing so. Tracing the trends revealed in this article to other periods of history must wait for another day.
Other problems that must be addressed are highlighted by the studies noted above. Lorton's, Goedicke's, and Müller-Wollermann's writings have helped us understand some of the issues surrounding execution, but they are also problematic. Lorton's study was an initial investigation into the topic. Such undertakings, while inherently limited, are to be applauded. In essence, Lorton set a standard for others to tilt at, and we should fully expect that continued tilting will reveal defects in the target (there are no targets without defect). However, Lorton allowed his initial conclusion about treason being the only reason for execution to dictate how he translated his sources, rather than letting the sources dictate his conclusion. Goedicke did the same, which led him to invoke a circular argument wherein he insists that a text cannot be translated as meaning someone would be executed for interfering with a funerary cult because this would imply capital punishment.
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Elsewhere he takes a somewhat modified stance, arguing that adultery may be worthy of death.
14 These issues will be dealt with below, but we must be cognizant of the need to let evidence drive our conclusions. ) and to the accident of preservation. By disallowing other types of attestation, she has arbitrarily decided that most evidence is inadmissible. In relegating proscriptions with a described death penalty to the realm of "Höllenstrafen,"
19 she so limits her evidence that her conclusions will inevitably be skewed. This problem is compounded by her failure to consider the manner in which nonjuridical texts can still inform us of cultural elements that were familiar 8 to the authors of these texts. This will also be discussed more fully below. In general, this study will attempt to cast a larger net by examining more kinds of evidence and allowing each datum to stipulate its own limitations.
Since one of the purposes behind this study is to establish that execution was enacted for reasons other than treason, I will examine the evidences for sanctioned killing grouped according to the ostensible actions that brought about the punishment. In so doing, the manners in which execution was accomplished will become apparent. It should also be noted that a discussion of the theoretical and social reasons for sanctioned killing are outside of the scope of this study.
Such has been done by others, including myself, elsewhere.
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However, that topic is too broad for this discussion. In this study, when I speak of reasons for execution, I mean the specific acts that were deemed worthy of death, not the underlying religious or social framework for enacting sanctioned killing at all.
Treason
Lorton's study was the first to systematically examine the reasons for punishments (page 186). He must be given due credit, for his work is foundational from. Yet the details it presents grew out of a real cultural context, and at the very least it presents the ideals for which the king must strive. While the wording of the text does not seem to refer to an actual incident of violence, it does address when and why the king should be violent. The "when" is each time there are rebels or malcontents present; the "why" is addressed two couplets later: "Ma'at Hence, it seems that the king must be violent against these rebels and malcontents in order to dispel chaos and reestablish order.
The above texts represent the limit of our knowledge concerning death for treason during the Middle Kingdom. The two literary works represent some of the most mimetic type of texts. Undoubtedly there were cases of treason for which people were executed (as indicated by the Intefiqer inscription), but any recording of such acts were likely topos driven, and decorum probably prevented their being recorded, or at least their being recorded on a durable medium. Surprisingly, we find more evidence for sanctioned killing as a punishment for desecrating sacred land than for treason.
Death for Desecration
The desecration of sacred land, whether tombs (not necessarily royal, contra Müller-Wollermann 38 ) or temples, was deemed a capital offense (page 189).
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A prime (though somewhat problematic) example of this is related in an inscription at the temple of Tôd commissioned by Senusret I. This text is narrative 36 The stative rendering of this verb is according to C25224. P. Lenningrad 1116B reads dr si. 37 P. Lenningrad 1116B, lines 68-69. in nature, marking the rudimentary beginnings of the genre of Königsnovelle, and hence must be approached with all the critical cautions necessary for literature of a propagandistic nature. Despite whatever exaggerations are a part of this text, it provides a window into the types of punishments that were considered part of the king's arsenal. Exaggerations were probably in the realm of numbers and not the type of action, though we will return to this point later.
Senusret reports that he had found the temple in a state of disrepair. It had become overgrown with weeds, its seals had been broken, portions of the temple wall had been broken down, and fire had been set to sections of the structure. Redford reconstructs the punishment as burning. There is some merit to this, since immediately after the lacuna the text reads "him into the flame (sw r ut)."
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Whether some were decapitated or not, clearly many perpetrators were punished by burning. In all likelihood, the prisoners were struck with a knife and then burned, as happened in other sacrifices.
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Others in this incident were undoubtedly beheaded, since we read of the dndn urwy.
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The word dndn usually means "to decapitate," especially when it is followed with knife determinative ( ), as it is here.
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Adding to this interpretation is that urwy is again determined by a bound and headless man.
I aver that Senusret intentionally couched the language of the death he inflicted within cultic terms. His language is that "(the knife) ritually/magically actuate the process of destroying chaos and restoring order.
Thus it is more problematic to dismiss such events than it is to accept them.
Senusret may have invented the situation that brought about his response, but that response was almost certainly real. "History as celebration" 59 does not mean there is no history. (4) Such an act may have been part of the violence that must have been enacted by Senusret as he strengthened his hold on the throne in the face of whatever rivals were responsible for the assumed assassination of his father.
Obsomer holds that the inscription provides details as to his initial purgings.
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(5) 58 For discussions on these points, see Muhlestein, Violence in the Service of Order, 370-83. 59 Helck, "Politische Spannungen," 49. 60 Obsomer, "Sinouhé l 'Égyptien," 265-66. Even if the events did not take place, they must still reflect an understanding of the world at the time, just as a fictive novel or movie still reflects types of cars and phones that are real. Beheadings and burnings for desecration of sacred land would not be described unless these were known elements of the world. Whether or not these events happened at this particular place and time, parallels must have occurred elsewhere in Egypt in a time not too distant.
Another potential problem must also be addressed. We should not automatically take the text at its word when it says that Nubians and Asiatics were the guilty parties. Certainly there had been an influx of foreigners into Egypt just before this time (page 193). Also, we know that many prisoners of war were put to work in temples, 61 so it would not be uncommon to find many foreigners in and around the temple precincts. Moreover, it would not be unusual for foreigners to be depicted as those who embodied Isfet,
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and to be chosen as a type of scapegoat for the cultic crimes that had happened at Tôd. It is also possible that the real perpetrators were punished but were described textually as foreigners. We must be careful in extrapolating punishments possibly inflicted on foreigners to the general public. It is quite possible that foreigners or "resident aliens" were more susceptible to harsh punishments than were native Egyptians. However, the It could be argued that the separation of the heads from the bodies at Mirgissa and Avaris was done posthumously. Such an argument would ignore the power of the ritual itself. Smashing intact texts and figurines is mirrored much better and more powerfully in the slaying of a live human than in the dissection of a dead one. One would have to be looking for reasons not to see the ritual slaughter of a human to take this point of view.
A more important point is that there is an essential difference between capital punishment proper and the ritual slaying of what is most likely a captured enemy. We do not know whether or not those ritually slain at Mirgissa or Avaris were enemies, but it seems the most probable case. The killing of an enemy is certainly not equivalent to killing a native citizen, yet the execution of a captured enemy is somewhat akin to it. The difference between killing on a battlefield and killing a subdued, controlled enemy is greater than the difference between killing a subdued enemy and a subdued rebellious citizen. We must even ask, since the execration rituals were connected with the "rebellion formula," if rebellious citizens could be the ritual victims. This is more likely at Avaris than Mirgissa.
Unless those who were forced to take part in these rites were rebellious citizens (and because of the lack of evidence, we cannot know), this is not a case of capital punishment proper. However, it does still tell us something of a societal willingness to engage in sanctioned killing and provides another example of slaying in a ritual context.
Execution for Criminal Offenses
We have little in the way of solid evidence for capital punishment for criminal acts during the Middle Kingdom, yet the bits and pieces we do have create a mosaic impression that this was a standard practice during the era. For example, adultery may have been viewed as a capital offense (page 197 91 Vergehen und Strafen, 197. 92 Herodotus II, 111.
93 For example, Pa-nb and Mry-Sumt seem to be guilty of adultery, probably more than once, and yet suffer no criminal ramifications. However, they are both also known for their deft bribery and manipulation of the bureaucratic system. See Jac J. Janssen, "Two Personalities," in Gleanings from Deir el-Medina, ed R.J. Demarée and Jac. J. Janssen (Leiden: Nederlands Instituut voor het Nabije Oosten te Leiden, 1982), 114, 119-20. . . . He is given to his death in the Hall of Speaking (dit(w) m(w)t=f m ua n wh .
mw)."
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It is worth noting that evidence indicates that fleeing conscripted workers were condemned to a life of forced labor, while runaway slaves-or at least royal runaways, as inferred from this text-could be executed.
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The forthrightness of the language in this text provides very strong evidence that fleeing (royal?) slaves who were caught were potentially executed. This conclusion is strengthened by looking at inscriptions from the First
Intermediate Period such as those on two tombs from Assiut. We will see both a cultural continuity and evidence for slight change between the texts of the First
Intermediate Period and the Middle Kingdom, but we must first address the inquiry as to whether or not tomb inscriptions and threats had any bearing on actions in the mortal realm.
In a masterful article that summarizes much of the evidence for violence from the time period, Willems posited that some tomb threats, most notably that of Ankhtifi, could be taken as dictating juridical policies.
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Since then, Willems' thesis has seen striking archaeological confirmation in the Avaris execration pit, wherein the fingers of those sacrificed were apparently severed as part of the rite, in a manner very similar to that which Ankhtifi called for in his tomb. adjudication from living officials.
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Other curses address property damage to the tomb, asking for similar measures, measures which we know were taken at times.
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It seems to me that we are dealing with a false dichotomy in regards to this issue. This is not the place for an in-depth discussion as to why threats may refer to both the mortal and supramortal realm, which I have done elsewhere, 116 but our insistence that all cursing elements must apply to one or the other is groundless.
More to the purposes of this paper, while it is very unlikely that any of the threats discussed below were ever enacted, it is almost indisputable that, as Morschauser argues, they reflect the current juridical practices of the time. After all, as noted above, even Assmann eventually agreed that Ankhtifi's threats were juridical in nature. While the authors of other threats would not have had the same kind of authority to legislate via their inscriptions, they were making a kind of appeal to case law, relying upon the juridical practices they saw around them to inform the curse. As with the Tôd inscription, threat formulae mirror reality in a way similar to novels and movies of today. Thus, when they speak of a royal executioner, we 114 Ibid., 148. Similarly, at the entrance of Tomb IV we read concerning "any rebel (sbi) and any mal-content (hak-ib), who will do wrong (pnoyt) despite having heard these things, his name will not exist (nn wn rn=f), he will not be buried in the necropolis (nn k . rsti=fi m smit), he will be cooked together with the criminals (iw=f r psit h . no ubntiw) whom god has cursed (page 202)"
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Another Assiut text contains a further element of sanctioned killing. Anyone who failed to recite the desired spell was bound to "fall to the anger of his city-god, and to the slaughter of the king (tus n nswt). He will not be remembered among the spirits and his name will never again be pronounced on earth (nn dmt(w) rn=f m ta ur nh . h . ), he will not be buried in the West, no offerings will be made for him, he will be burned together with the criminals (iw=f [r] there is no effective difference between the two. I prefer the latter translation because it is more consistent with other contemporary texts. The tenor of the reference makes it nearly certain that the king's executioner/execution block was a real form of punishment with which its inscriber was familiar. Another text states that its damager would die by the hand of the executioner (mwt=f n drt nmty).
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The text leaves us with the inescapable conclusion that execution under the auspices of the king was a part of Middle Kingdom life. Another inscription, as restored by Zába, reads, "as for him who will cut (this), death will be found for him (ir šoti=fi sw gm n=f mwt Little could be gained from this inscription alone, but taken together, all these curses paint a convincing picture of capital punishment as a part of the Middle Kingdom milieu, especially at the hand of the king's executioner. The exact manner of execution is unspecified. In the latter texts the reason for capital punishment is not specified, though these seem to be a continuation of the idea that it was criminals (ubntiw) who were being put to death. The Coffin Text reference quoted above adds to the impression that it was ubntiw who were being executed and implies that burning was the method employed.
Criminality is not a very specific term in itself. However, since terms such as sbi and bšt are not employed, the distinction between rebels and criminals seems to be real and meaningful. Unfortunately the types of criminal acts that were deemed worthy of death are not recorded, but we must conclude that some criminal acts were capital offenses.
There is not enough evidence to assess whether or not levels of harshness or of types of punishments were determined by distinction of class. It is tempting to assume that the elite were more immune to capital punishment. However, our most relevant information, the later Harem Conspiracy papyri, do not indicate that such was the case. Despite arguments that suicide-as opposed to execution- 
